How does the regulator Hepcidin affect iron trafficking in a model cell system
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Abstract

DMT1 or FPN

This project’s goal is to discover how both the metal
importer Divalent Metal Transporter 1 (DMT1) and the
opposite iron exporter, Ferroportin (FPN), respond to a
regulator, Hepcidin (Hepc), in the renal tubules of the
kidneys.
Hepc gets filtered out of the blood in the kidney along with
other small molecules. It is either taken up and degraded in
the proximal tubule or exits the body intact in the urine. If
Hepc is absent or barely expressed, the kidney will
experience an iron overload. The expected result is that
both transporters are present in kidney cells and help
recover filtered iron from the renal filtrate as they are
responsive to Hepc. What I intend to try to gain from my
experiments is understand iron regulation in more detail
inside kidney cells. Hepc binds to FPN not DMT1 but
breaks induces FPN and DMT1 turnover within kidney
cells.

Exon2 DMT1

The purpose of this project is to discover how both the
metal importer (DMT1) and the opposite iron transporter,
FPN, respond to a regulator Hepc, in the renal tubules of
the kidneys. The expected result is that both transporters
are present in kidney cells and are probably used in
recovering filtered iron from the renal filtrate as they are
responsive to Hepc. I also want to learn how they respond
to Hepc.
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DIC

-DMT1 is detected with Exon 2 and 4EC as
primary antibody and anti Rabbit IgG Alexa 568 as
secondary antibody in red fluorescence.
- FPN is detected with SLC40A1 as primary
antibody and anti Sheep Alexa 568 as secondary
antibody in red fluorescence.
-RhoG-Hepc is detected in green fluorescence.
-The nucleus of cells is detected with DAPI in blue
fluorescence.
-Original cells are detected in DIC
-There are strong DMT1/FPN signals in presence
of antibodies and Hepc showing interaction with
one another in preparations to iron filtration in the
kidneys.
When primary antibody or RhoG-Hepc is omitted,
its signal is absent. Not shown here but present in
original additional slides, both DMT1 and FPN
signals seem to decline after RhoG-Hepc treatment.
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SLC40A1 FPN

DMT1 & FPN Expression after
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Exon2 DMT1

DMT1 in ~65 & 95 kDa bands

Confocal Experiment
The cell line WKPT-0293-Cl.2 that has been passaged
10-30 times will be used and grown 80% to 100%
confluence on a 12 well plate over the course of 4-6
days.
The medium of each well then will be replaced with
their specific experimental groups. (Green Fluorescent
Hepc, primary and secondary antibodies).
The cells will then be fixed, permeabilized to add
antibodies for specific proteins, and prepared to be
viewed for the next day under confocal microscope.
WB Experiment
The cell line WKPT-0293-Cl.2 that have been passaged
10-30 times will be used and grown to 100% confluence
on a 6-well plate over the course of one week.
The medium of each well then will be replaced with
non-fluorescent Hepc with their individual time of
exposure for cells to be collected, lysed and centrifuged
under 10,000g to extract their proteins.
Denatured protein samples were run through
electrophoresis, transferred onto a membrane, and
exposed to their specific antibodies to observe antibody
attachment to membrane bands.

Conclusion and Future Experiments
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DMT1 was detected with Exon 2 as primary
antibody and anti Rabbit IgG as secondary
antibody. FPN was detected with SLC40A1 as
primary antibody and anti Sheep as secondary
antibody. There is a significant decrease when
DMT1 & FPN are exposed to Hepc for 2 hours but
DMT1 declines sooner inconsistent with FPN
acting as the receptor to signal this decline. This
result also suggests that Hepc affects iron
reabsorption in the kidneys in less than 2 hours.
The graph below corrects protein loading
errors compared to actin and presents WB data
more to see DMT1 decline.
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Introduction
Iron is transported by specific transport proteins. The
common importer for iron into the cells is divalent iron
transporter (DMT1) while a protein called ferroportin
(FPN) exports iron out of them. Their expression in the
body varies with the dietary iron content consumed.
DMT1 has an inverse correlation to large iron intake
where FPN has a direct correlation instead [8]. These
transport protein are wide spread among the cells in the
body. DMT1 is a major apical iron transporter protein that
controls the balance of iron in the body [2,8]. However, it
could easily contribute to bringing toxicity into the body
by the uptake of Cd or other toxic DMT1 ligands [2]. FPN
is also common in a spectrum of tissues and important
since many of its mutations cause hemochromatosis, an
iron overload disease [1]. There is high expression of those
proteins and their mRNA in the kidneys, especially in the
inner medulla [4,5].
However, their function in iron handling is still speculative
in that organ and needs to be clarified [1,2,5,8]. It has been
recently discovered that Hepcidin (Hepc) levels in the
urine correlate to the non-heme iron concentration in the
liver[3] and Hepc ordinarily binds to FPN leading to FPN
turnover. In the GI tract, DMT1 turnover also develops
after Hepc levels rise. What I would like to do in my
experiment is detect the response of DMT1 and FPN in a
kidney cell model to Hepc to gain insight into the response
there. I will be using a kidney cell line called WKPT-0293Cl.2  that represents proximal tubule kidney cells from
an adult rat. The cells it represents are those that are
responsible for the majority of solute reabsorption from
the filtrate excreted in the distal tubules [1] that would
otherwise be lost in the urine.
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Results show that both transporters are present in
kidney cells and could help recover filtered iron from
the renal filtrate as they are responsive to Hepc. As
Sam Poon in the lab showed Hepc binds to FPN not
DMT1 but induces FPN and DMT1 turnover within
another cell line, the quicker response of DMT1
implies another Hepc receptor. What I intend to try in
future experiments is to understand iron regulation in
kidney cells more detail inside via other methods of
protein detection and protein concentration.
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